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Abstract
The strategies that Fowles conceives to construct his textual worlds represent the most complex side of his highly original 
work which moulds the old humanist values of the traditional novel into new, more experimental forms. The present article 
places the focus of analysis on one of these strategies, namely the technique of the embedded narratives or concentric frames, 
used by Fowles to foreground the thin, fluid frontier between reality and fiction, as well as the existence of a plurality of 
worlds within the text. The writer constructs his narrative structures on several diegetic levels and he multiplies the number of 
stories and narrators by a continuous game in which he plays different roles and hides behind different masks.  
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1. Introduction – theoretical framework
A strategy used in many postmodernist novels as a means of foregrounding the existence of a multiplicity of 
worlds projected by the text and of the permeable membrane which (barely) separates them is the well-known 
device of the concentric frames or embedded narratives. Although this strategy is not in itself disruptive, being 
used by many realist and modernist novels alike, in contemporary fiction, and in John Fowles’s writing, it 
acquires a subversive quality through the slippages among and transgressions of diegetic levels it allows.
Gérard Genette, the founder of modern narratology, in his Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method, 
considers that narratives are organized vertically on a series of levels: extradiegetic (the level of the narrators 
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telling), diegetic (the level of the characters and their thoughts and actions), and the metadiegetic (a narrative in 
the second degree or metanarrative) [1]. The metanarrative in Genette’s theory represents a narrative within the 
narrative or a story-within-a-story, as when a character tells a story inside the first story. Analysing the structure 
of narrative, two other narratologists Mieke Bal (1997) and Debra Malina (2002), considering that 
‘metanarrative’ is a confusing term, use instead the term hypodiegetic. Consequently, Mieke Bal names the 
original or primary narrative ‘frame or matrix narrative’ and the story told by the narrating character inside the 
matrix narrative, ‘embedded or hyponarrative’ [2]. In her turn, Debra Malina states that whereas ‘extradiegetic’ 
and ‘diegetic’ are generally accepted narratological terms defined by Gérard Genette, ‘metadiegetic’ is 
‘counterintuitive since it suggests transcendence over the diegesis’ [3]. She suggests that a more appropriate term 
in the analysis of narrative levels would be ‘hypodiegetic’, which implies a lower level or a level below another 
diegetic level. In as far as the term ‘frame’ is concerned, Malina makes a necessary clarification when she 
explains that each terminology suggests ‘a different conceptual topology for the narrative’. For  while in the 
frame model, the hypodiegesis is viewed as an inner circle and the diegesis as an outer circle, in the levels model, 
the diegesis is conceived as a higher level than the hypodiegesis which is situated below the level of diegesis [4].
What Fowles, like many other postmodern writers, exploits in his fiction is the ontological dimension implied 
by Genette’s theory of narrative levels according to which each of the diegetic levels is a universe in itself. 
Fowles stresses this ontological dimension when he conceives his textual world as made up of several diegetic 
realms having a distinct ontological status. In Fowles’s vision, each of the worlds projected in his fiction 
competes for the status of ‘real world’ and each is ‘real’ in its own terms. 
2. The embedded narrative structure in John Fowles’s novels (text analysis)
In all his six novels, Fowles organizes the narrative as a series of concentric worlds and complicates the 
narrative structure by playing ontological games with the (fictional) personae of implied author, narrator, 
character and implied reader which, as he seems to assert, all participate in the making of the text. With the 
exception of Mantissa, in which the narrative takes the form of a dialogue between the only two protagonists of 
the book, in all his other novels, more than one narrator fulfils the narratorial task.
In The Magus, the story is told by a homodiegetic narrator, Nicholas, who recounts a series of events he took 
part in on the remote Greek island of Phraxos. The double nature of the hero’s quest is illustrated by the narrative 
structure which presents a first story and several embedded stories in the primary frame [5]. The main story is 
narrated in retrospect by Nicholas, a fact that creates an ironic distance between the narrated object, the younger, 
inexperienced Nicholas who recalls a painful experience from his past, and the subject of narration, a more 
mature and wiser Nicholas who returns safely from his adventure. From the start, this type of narrative challenges 
the narrator’s reliability in two ways: one the one hand, being recounted by the protagonist who was involved in 
the events, these events are only presented from his perspective, the ‘I’ of the text being also the ‘eye’ through 
which the reader sees and interprets everything that happens in the story; on the other hand, the question that 
arises is: whose voice is heard in the text? The voice of a younger Nicholas or that of an older Nicholas? 
Whatever the answer may be to this question, it seems clear enough that the reader gets a subjective 
(re)presentation or reconstruction of reality and by no means the reality itself.  
Below this narrative level, stands a second narrator, Conchis, who, again, in the first person, tells the story of 
his life. Thus, throughout most of the second part of the novel, the narratorial task is handed over to Conchis. In 
fact Conchis tells four stories all contained within Nicholas’s matrix narrative, a strategy also known under the 
name of ‘roman à tiroirs’. On a higher diegetic level, above Nicholas’s level, however, a third heterodiegetic 
narrator, who seems to be the implied author, intrudes between Nicholas and the reader and makes two 
commentaries on the (anti)hero’s situation towards the end of the novel.
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The smallest hope, a bare continuing to exist, is enough for the anti-hero’s future; leave him, says our age, 
leave him where mankind is in its history, at a crossroads, in a dilemma, with all to lose and only more of the same 
to win; let him survive, but give him no direction, no reward; because we too are waiting, in our solitary rooms 
where the telephone never rings, waiting for this girl, this truth, this crystal of humanity, this reality lost through 
imagination… [6].
The intricate web of narrators emphasized by this enigmatic commentary is intended to draw the reader’s 
attention from the story to the act of story-telling itself. The paragraph also creates an empathic connection 
between the protagonist and the reader meant to foreground the unstable, porous line between the ‘real’ and the 
‘unreal’. This strategy together with the roles given to Conchis/The Magus who is the surrogate author (as the 
metatheatre clearly points out) and the creator of the alternative world of Bourani which for Nicholas becomes 
more ‘real’ than reality itself, are all signs of the text’s self-reflexivity. These signs constantly remind the reader 
that what s/he is reading is a fictional (re)construction of reality, a story, and not an objective, mimetic account of 
reality. 
The effects of this narrative structure are further explored and complicated in Daniel Martin, a novel which, 
like The Magus, seems to be the protagonist’s autobiography. This time, the eponymous hero, in order to attain 
self-knowledge and maturity, must write a novel about himself. He decides to write this autobiographical novel in 
the third person and to create a fictional projection of himself within the boundaries of the novel. The result is a 
continuous interchange of first and second-level narrators and the confusion of the roles of implied author, 
narrator, character which are all played by one and the same Daniel Martin [7]. The first chapter of the novel 
entitled ‘The Harvest’ is narrated by a heterodiegetic narrator in the first degree, who identifies with the implied 
author. This primary narrative contains within itself another novel about ‘Simon Wolfe’ the fictional counterpart 
of the ‘real’ Daniel Martin who wants to write a novel about himself. This autobiography is alternatively reported 
by two homodiegetic narrators, Daniel himself, and Jenny McNeil, who appear at the same time as characters of 
John Fowles’s novel and as the narrators of their own stories. Even though Daniel and Jenny may be both placed 
in the same category of the homodiegetic narrator, there is a difference between them: whereas Daniel is the hero 
of Fowles’s novel and the hero of his own narrative, Jenny plays only a secondary role as character and narrator, 
her contributions to Daniel’s narrative having a somehow more limited scope [8].
Thinking about the difficulties of writing his novel, Daniel rejects the first person narrative, expressing a sort
of psychological need for objectivity that may be rendered only by using the third person. Daniel seems 
determined to use the third person in his novel he will write in the future and says that ‘anything would be better 
than to present it in the first person … even the absurdity of a mythical Simon Wolfe’ [9]. Indeed in the first 
chapter, the first-level narration of the heterodiegetic narrator (the fictional John Fowles) alternates with Daniel’s 
own narration in the third person about a younger Daniel. The significance of the third person seems to be 
Daniel’s need to distance himself from Daniel-the boy. In fact, ‘The Harvest’ scene which presents a day in the 
life of the sixteen- year-old Daniel is narrated by the adult Daniel and like a scene in a script it has the 
screenwriter’s signature:
Close shot.
D. H. M.
And underneath: 21 Aug 42 [10].
Although from the very beginning, Daniel seems aware of the necessity to detach himself from his fictional 
projection, by giving him a different name and by telling his story in the third person, he will soon find very 
difficult to apply all this in practice. This difficulty in maintaining an objective distance is illustrated at the level 
of narrative by a continuous oscillation between ‘he’ and ‘I’. This unsteadiness of narrative person is one of the 
most unusual features of Daniel Martin and Susana Onega, borrowing a term from Genette, calls it ‘a pronominal 
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vertigo’ [11]. These shifts in the narrative person may indicate the narrator’s empathy with his past self, as well 
as his difficulty in writing himself, in transposing himself into fiction, because this process presupposes Daniel’s 
going back into his past and the bringing to life of many suppressed painful memories. Sometimes the change 
from ‘he’ to ‘I’ demarcates a change of the narratorial stance from the heterodiegetic narrator to the homodiegetic 
one and a change of narrative levels, as a result of the profound reflective process which takes place during 
Daniel’s mental journeys. A very good example in this sense is the chapter entitled ‘Passage’ which begins by 
reporting Daniel’s trip to the airport in a taxi and his reflections on the writing of his novel in the third person, 
and then, after four paragraphs, slips to the first-person pronoun.  
Daniel nearly missed his flight, owing to a traffic snarl-up. For once the sky was almost smogless, a lovely 
mid-winter Californian morning. …
In his rather low valuation of the novel (a dismissal Daniel knew perfectly well was on the one hand a 
cheap conditioning of his metier and on the other a product of the lazy assumption that he was long past finding in 
himself, poor asthmatic cripple, the athleticism of imagination and long wind the form must need) he reserved an 
especially, and symptomatically, dark corner for first-person narration; and the closer the narrative I, approximated 
to what one could deduce of the authorial I, the more murky this corner grew. …What did dimly occur to him as he
sat half-listening and half-abetting his driver’s determination to show that he was now truly American … was that 
perhaps this flinching from the I inherent in any honest recapitulation of his life was no more than a fear of 
judgement … 
I was also very tired that morning. Jenny hadn’t released me for another hour [12].
The abrupt shifts between third person and first-person may also stand for Daniel’s effort to join together not 
only the displaced pieces of his complicated past, but also the numerous pieces that make up his fragmented self. 
His ‘fear of judgement’ may be interpreted as his reluctance to recollect hurting events from his past, from his 
childhood and adolescence in Devon, marked by his upsetting relationship with his father, to his youth at Oxford 
university where he falls in love with Jane, the future wife of his best friend, Anthony. But Daniel is perfectly 
aware that only by an ‘honest recapitulation’ of his past life he may be able to escape the false roles he plays in 
the artificial world of Hollywood and achieve ‘whole sight’. Achieving whole sight presupposes for him the 
effort to understand and come to terms with his past and moreover with the difficulties of his shifting and 
fragmented self. In his attempt to recuperate and unify his past and present self(ves), Daniel is neither a totally 
objective ‘he’ nor a totally subjective ‘I’. 
But the most important effect of this mixture of narrative voices and of Daniel’s rewriting his past is the 
undermining of the narrator’s authority. Through the continuous interchange between third-person objective ‘he’ 
and first-person subjective ‘I’, a less authoritative and less manipulative narrator appears to take the place of the 
omniscient, god-like narrator of the realist novel. The problem is that the reader knows that behind the ‘he’ and 
the ‘I’ there is always someone who uses them interchangeably and who ultimately decides when to use them and 
to which effect. Thus the mixture of narrative voices in Daniel Martin may be said to function much in the same 
way as the aside of The Magus (or the narrator’s intervention in Chapter Thirteen of The French Lieutenant’s 
Woman). Although intended to offer the reader the freedom to find his/her own interpretation of the novel, this 
strategy paradoxically manipulates the reader, because ‘despite its preaching in favour of total freedom, it 
remains an intrusive exercise which, by telling the reader what not to expect from the text, is actually telling 
him/her what to read into it’ [13]. The same kind of paradoxical authority derives from the interplay between the 
‘he’ and the ‘I’ in Daniel Martin, since the reader knows that whenever the third person takes the place of the 
first person, or the other way around, there is only one person who manipulates them, and this is Daniel Martin, 
one of Fowles’s fictional personae. 
The authority of the omniscient narrator is seriously called into question in another of Fowles’s novels, The 
French Lieutenant’s Woman. Written in the tradition of the Victorian novel which it overtly uses and abuses, 
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Fowles’s text is organized as a series of concentric worlds. The inner circle is represented by the world of the 
characters, Sarah’s and Charles’s world which in the level model is called the diegetic level or story level. This 
circle is contained within the narrator’s world, a heterodiegetic one who expresses his views on Victorian society 
as a historian or critic might do. Above these worlds there is the world of the implied author, John Fowles, who 
imagines this ‘Chinese-box structure’ [14] and toys with the reader’s expectations when allows the narrator to 
break the illusion of reality created and carefully maintained until Chapter Thirteen.
Like in a Victorian novel, the story is told by an omniscient narrator who often intrudes to make commentaries 
on the characters or various aspects of Victorian life and society. The narration continues in this manner until 
Chapter Thirteen of the novel where all of a sudden, the narrator shatters all the rules of mimetic representation 
by saying: ‘I do not know. This story I am telling is all imagination. These characters I create never existed 
outside my own mind’ [15]. Shocked by this violent and unexpected intrusion, the reader has to make an effort to 
understand that this is in fact not a Victorian narrator, but a modern one who is antimimetic and rejects 
omniscience, emphasizing the novel’s self-reflexivity. Using the traditional narrative mode of the Victorian 
novel, this modern narrator intends not to imitate the model, but to distance himself from it by adopting a critical, 
ironic voice. This aim is achieved first of all by the deployment of the ironic first-person narrative the ‘I’ being 
also the ironic ‘eye’ that sees the Victorian world and offers a critique of it. Fowles comments upon this mode of 
narration in ‘Notes on an Unfinished Novel’ where he says: ‘I’ve always liked the ironic voice that the line of 
great nineteenth-century novelists, from Austen through Conrad, all used so naturally’ [16]. Consequently Fowles 
‘borrows’ the ironic voice from the ‘great masters’ and creates a fictional persona who speaks with this voice. It 
is this fictional persona that in The French Lieutenant’s Woman overlaps first-person with third-person narration 
and misleads the reader particularly in the construction of the Victorian world which is finally revealed to be an 
illusion and not ‘reality’. The status of this imagined world as fictional construct is further reinforced when the 
narrator says that he does not want to be a god-like novelist of the Victorian era.
If I have pretended until now to know my characters’ minds and innermost thoughts, it is because I am 
writing in (just as I have assumed some of the vocabulary and ‘voice’ of) a convention universally accepted at the 
time of my story: that the novelist stands next to God. He may not know all, yet he tries to pretend that he does [17].
This statement explains the reason for which the narrator adopts a Victorian guise. The purpose of this 
disguise and of the sudden and violent breaking of the mimetic illusion is to call into question the omniscient 
narrator’s authority. Changing the third-person with the ironic first-person, the narrator pretends that he is able to 
grant freedom to his characters and unlike the Victorian one he does not consider or (ab)use them as if they were 
some puppets. But part of the irony and of the same paradox of authority already mentioned above, is the 
difference between what the first-person narrator claims and what he actually does. Despite the fact that he 
pretends his characters are free to take their own decisions, he continues to exert his power over them. Thus the 
ironic first-person voice appears in the end as only a means to create the illusion of freedom and conceal 
authority. This paradoxical aspect of the narrator’s authority is illustrated in the following excerpt from the novel:
The novelist is still a god, since he creates … what has changed is that we are no longer the gods of the 
Victorian image, omniscient and decreeing; but in the new theological image, with freedom our first principle, not 
authority [18].
In this way the narrator insists on the idea that he is no longer the omnipotent Victorian god who controls his 
characters and whose discourse dominates all the other discourses or texts in the novel. He even allows his 
characters to construct their texts [19] as he does in Sarah’s case. In the characters’ world, Sarah is endowed with 
the power to create her own text, and her narrative challenges the narrator’s authority and Charles’s domination 
over her. Being a true fiction-maker, Sarah asserts her freedom and resists to the narrator’s and other characters’ 
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control on her. Even if this kind of freedom is illusory, because the reader knows that it is in fact the narrator who 
grants her this freedom and ultimately arranges her text inside his own, Sarah remains a mystery not only for 
Charles who never fully understands her, but even for the narrator who never has access to Sarah’s mind and 
seems to have difficulties in controlling her. To the question he poses to himself and to the reader at the end of 
Chapter Twelve ‘Who is Sarah?’ the narrator seems unable to give a definite answer. 
The question of authority and the impossibility faced by the masculine narrator to fully understand or fully 
control his feminine characters are also discussed in Fowles’s novel Mantissa in which all the conventions of the 
novel writing as well as the rules of world-making are all blown apart. This time Fowles does not create a world 
which gives the impression of the real, but presents a dialogue between Miles Green, the writer, and his fantasy 
woman, who appears most of the time as Erato, his muse. This dialogue takes place in Miles’s hospital room, in 
fact, his own brain, from which he can never escape. Instead of the Chinese-box structure, the novel follows a 
repetitive (entropic) pattern with Miles writing and re-writing and never ending one and the same text.
Mantissa is a novel that undermines most forms of traditional narrative and reflects back on itself by 
foregrounding its own creative process. The novel also foregrounds the issue of authority creating the illusion of 
objectivity through the use of a third-person narrator who occupies the place of an omniscient ‘he’. His authority 
is permanently called into question by Erato’s rebellious attitude. In spite of her acceptance that she is created by 
Miles’s imagination, she claims that she has an existence of her own and she cannot be controlled and dominated, 
to the point that she tells Miles: What you forgot is that I’m not something in a book. I am supremely real’ [20].
Besides being a battle of ideas, the dialogue between Miles and the woman of his imagination is also a 
metadiscourse which functions within the primary discourse and deals with many aspects of the writing process 
and of the novel as genre and as text. Indeed Mantissa is a plural, self-reflexive text that reflects nothing but 
itself. Miles Green self-consciously calls it ‘an unwritable non-text, one hundred and eighty pages at least’ [21]
which is the approximate length of the book written by Fowles. Miles Green’s impossible endeavour to write an 
‘unwritable’, ‘unfinishable’, ‘endlessly revisable’ text [22] seems to be finally accomplished by Fowles’s text 
Mantissa which imposes no constraints on the play of its discourses.
Another novel in which the male protagonist is unable to leave the prison-cell of his own mind is The 
Collector. From all Fowles’s novels, this one has the neatest structure, but beneath its apparent transparency and 
simplicity lies a dense, complicated text. The most remarkable narrative feature of The Collector is its 
presentation of a multiplicity of texts [23]. The creators of these different texts are two alternative first-person 
narrators: Clegg and Miranda who are both given the roles of two surrogate authors who construct their own 
character. The novel begins with Clegg’s narrative told in the first person and ends also with Clegg’s narration of 
Miranda’s death. Contained within Clegg’s narrative is Miranda’s diary also written in the first-person. This dual 
structure in which one narrative is contained within the other mirrors the novel’s theme of imprisonment and 
foregrounds the struggle of the feminine character to obtain her freedom as a human being and as the creator of 
her own text [24]. This struggle is made all the more difficult by Miranda’s imprisonment in the basement of 
Clegg’s house and by his fierce refusal to understand that she is not an object to be possessed and collected, but a 
human being. Although Clegg’s narration occupies less than half of the book, it dominates Miranda’s by the 
simple fact that her diary is ‘encircled’, imprisoned within his. However, the technique of the dual narrative 
enables the reader to understand the meaning of the events also from Miranda’s perspective and not only from 
Clegg’s perspective. 
The most important effect of this strategy is to relativise reality and truth by presenting two different versions 
of the same events. The differences between Clegg’s and Miranda’s account of her imprisonment are obvious 
from the very beginning. Their stories are different not only in style, but also in the way the two characters 
understand the sense of the same events. While Clegg presents his narrative in a confessional voice and his 
intention seems to be to attract the reader’s sympathy, Miranda writes her diary to sustain her subjectivity and 
freedom. Clegg’s text seems to be addressed to an audience in a trial room, Miranda’s only to herself. Clegg’s 
attitude is always defensive, he always try to justify his deeds and to prove his innocence. His defensive attitude 
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is expressed by his language. Clegg uses very often phrases like: ‘What I’m trying to say is’ [25] and he denies 
that his intentions were evil refusing to take responsibility or feel guilty for what happened to Miranda.
What I’m trying to say is that having her as my guest happened suddenly, it wasn’t something I planned 
the moment the money came [26].
I still say I didn’t go down there with the intention of seeing whether there was anywhere to have a secret 
guest. I can’t really say what intention I had [27].
All this time I never thought it was serious. I know that must sound very strange, but it was so. I used to 
say, of course, I’ll never do it, this is only pretending [28].
It was not my fault. How was I to know she was iller than she looked? [29].
Clegg’s words sound like those of a defendant pleading his case and his style reflects his intention to persuade 
the reader of the honesty of his statements. In contrast to Miranda, Clegg tries to authenticate his narrative, to 
convince the reader that things ‘really’ happened the way he says they happened. He tries to seem an objective, 
authoritative narrator and to a certain extent he is. Miranda instead pays no attention to the problem of 
objectivity; this aspect of her writing forms no part of her preoccupations. She presents her story in a highly 
subjective manner, and her emotional style renders her feelings and her perception of Clegg, of things around her 
and of the events. Though both narrators report what happens in the first person, their position within the text is 
different because in Clegg’s case the first person is authoritative, whereas in Miranda’s case is not. It is clear that 
Clegg occupies the dominant position and delivers the dominant text because he is the one who keeps Miranda 
captive and who arranges her diary within his own account. Thus Clegg maintains Miranda prisoner in both her 
prison-cell and in the narrative. The paradox is that neither Miranda, nor Clegg are reliable narrators the way they 
should be in a realist novel. In spite of all Clegg’s pretended objectivity, his authority is seriously challenged 
when the reader comes to suspect that Clegg is not mentally sane. If at first, the reader is offered only some clues 
that Clegg might not be as reasonable as he pretends to be, with the unfolding of his narrative this idea becomes 
more and more clear. For instance after Miranda’s death he is faced with the problem of the body and the idea 
that he might be mad keeps haunting him. 
I had this horrible idea, I was mad, everyone else could see it, only I couldn’t. I kept remembering how 
people in Lewes seemed to look at me sometimes, like the people in that doctor’s waiting-room. They all knew I 
was mad [30].
These ideas came while I was having breakfast, not deliberate, they just came. About how could I get rid 
of the body [31].
She is in the box I made under the appletrees. … I thought I would go mad the night I did it (went down 
and got her in the box I made and outside). I don’t think many could have done it. I did it scientific. I planned what 
had to be done and ignored my natural feelings [32].
Clegg’s behaviour after Miranda’s death, the cold, detached manner in which he plans to get rid of the body, 
as well his own expressed confusion over his mental state make of Clegg’s account the unreliable monologue of a 
mad man. Ironically enough, by inserting her diary in his text, Clegg gives Miranda a voice which continues to 
assert her existence as a character and as a human being even after her death. As Miranda herself acknowledges 
in her diary she writes herself into existence – ‘I wrote and wrote and wrote myself into the other world. To 
escape in spirit, if not in fact’ [33] – and through her writing she goes on living. It is remarkable how Fowles 
succeeds in keeping the balance between the subjective feminine narrator and the more authoritative male 
narrator whose dominant stance is undermined by his portrayal as a mad man. Fowles toys with his characters 
(and readers), granting them freedom while still exerting his authority over them. He sustains that he excludes the 
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authorial voice from his narratives and places the responsibility for the construction of the narrative upon the 
characters themselves. 
This claim seems to be the fundamental premise which shapes the narrative of Fowles’s last novel A Maggot
in which, after a short introductory part reported by a modern heterodiegetic narrator, the narratorial task is 
fulfilled by the characters. The structure of the textual world enclosed between the two covers of the book 
resembles the Chinese-box or the concentric circles model. One circle is represented by the world of the 
heterodiegetic narrator who introduces the characters and tells their story until page fifty-two. Contained within it 
is the world of the characters, Rebecca’s and Mr. Bartholomew’s. In this world, the narrator changes places with 
Ayscough and other characters who become in their turn the narrators of their own stories. Above all, there is the 
circle of the implied author, John Fowles, who puts the entire narrative between a ‘Prologue’ and an ‘Epilogue’ 
in which he addresses the reader in the first person. These two paratexts do not abide by the convention 
established in the eighteenth century novel, but on the contrary they insist on the fact that A Maggot is a fictional 
construct and not an objective account of a historical event: the birth of Ann Lee, founder of the Shakers’ 
community.
The narrative structure of the novel, then, employs a modern narrator who is trying to reconstruct the world of 
a remote, eighteenth-century England. The novel begins with a third person narrative which tells the story of the 
group of five travellers guided by Mr. Bartholomew until the events of the Dolling’s cave. The modern narrator 
leaves his characters at the Black Hart Inn. During this night in a conversation with Lacy, Mr. Bartholomew 
confesses the real purpose of his journey. From this night onwards, the heterodiegetic narrator does not give his 
readers any clues about what happens to the five travellers. 
The place of the third-person narrative is taken by a series of excerpts from The Gentleman’s Magazine
together with one fragment from The Western Gazette, 1736, and by the depositions of the witnesses interrogated 
by the lawyer Henry Ayscough. To all these genuine documents are added the lawyer’s letters addressed to the 
Duke, Mr. Bartholomew’s father, and to other lawyers and agents who are hired to solve the mystery of Mr. 
Bartholomew’s disappearance. Thus the narrative is structured not as a single text, but as a patchwork of texts 
whose polyphonic characteristic is furthered reinforced by the presentation of the witnesses’ depositions in the 
form of dialogue.
It is from the report presented by The Western Gazette that the reader finds out what happened after the night 
spent by Mr. Bartholomew and his other five companions at the inn. The report reads like this:
Barnstaple, THURSDAY, JUNE 17TH. The discovery six Weeks since, in a Wood of a Parish some 10 
Miles from this Place, of a Stranger hang’d by his own Hand, or so adjudg’d by the Coroner, whose first Inquiries 
could find no Name to this Felon de se nor Cause for so ghastly a Deed, now raises upon fresh-found Informations 
Alarm of a far greater Crime. It is now learn’d he was the Manservant, tho’ deaf and dumb, to a Gentleman named 
Bartholomew that pass’d for Bideford, with three others, in April last, but not heard of, nor his Companions, since 
that Time…
The Western Gazette, 1736 [34].
These are the events that alter dramatically the destinies of all the five travellers and the development of the 
entire narrative process. This process alternates the voice of the third-person narrator with the voices of the 
witnesses interrogated by Ayscough. The narrator’s interventions take place during the intervals between the 
examinations of the witnesses and provide critical commentaries upon the characters and the society in which 
they live. The chronicles from The Gentleman’s Magazine are arranged monthly or chronologically along the 
development of the investigation as a counterpoint to the dialogue between the lawyer and the witnesses. 
However, in the dialogue the narrator disappears and offers no commentary on what is being said by the 
characters. At the same time, Ayscough’s letters bear no trace of the narrator’s voice and are presented as they 
are written, in the first-person.
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This multiplicity of texts and narrative voices as well as the dialogue form in which the greatest part of the 
narrative is presented are all manipulated by Fowles to subvert the rules of conventional writing and especially 
the authority of the omniscient narrator. Throughout the novel the notion of authenticity and the historical 
‘reality’ of the text are contested by the introduction of the facsimile documents from the eighteenth century that 
are used in contrast to the fictional projection of the same epoch re-constructed by the text. The dialogue on 
which the novel depends heavily is a form which undermines the dominant position of the omniscient modern 
narrator. During the dialogue between the characters, the narrator’s voice is never heard and the reader is 
(apparently) given the freedom to formulate his own commentaries upon what is enunciated. In this way A 
Maggot may be said to deconstruct rather than construct a ‘real’ world by presenting a series of texts and 
paratexts that function as true counternarratives to the primary narrative.
The text’s plurality and ambiguity is further enhanced by a narrative which keeps folding back over itself with 
the presentation of several, competing versions of the same story told from the perspective of several witnesses. 
Instead of developing towards the final stage which would normally bring about a solution to the mystery of Mr. 
Bartholomew’s disappearance and Dick’s death, the events are told and re-told over and over again as if the five 
travellers were moving in a circle, going back to the same point from which they left. In fact there are so many 
variants of the same happenings that is very difficult to know which of these variants describes what ‘really’ 
happened. From the start, Mr. Bartholomew tells four different stories about one and the same journey in order to 
hide the true purpose of it. According to one version told to Lacy, he intends to elope with the girl he loves, in an 
act of rebellion against his father, the Duke. According to another, Mr. B. travels to his wealthy aunt in Bidesford 
to obtain his inheritance. In a third version, (told to Rebecca), Mr. B. suffers from impotence and he travels to a 
place where he will try the effect of some miraculous waters. In the fourth version, Mr. Bartholomew travels to 
the mythic temple of Stonehenge trying to recuperate the power of the ancients who knew the secrets of time 
travelling and of communicating with beings from other worlds.
But the most disturbing of all versions of ‘reality’ are those offered by Rebecca, the single witness of the 
events in the Dolling’s Cave and the only one who remains alive after the encounter with the mysterious beings 
who descend from ‘the maggot’. She tells two completely different stories according to which Mr. Bartholomew 
was taken by the beings in the maggot either to Hell or to Heaven. In the variant she tells Farthing, the creatures 
in the cave were evil (two hags and the devil himself) and performed a satanic ritual involving Mr. B., Dick and 
herself, which ended with Mr. B.’s disappearance without a trace and with Dick hanging (most probably by 
himself) from a tree. In her deposition before Ayscough, she tells that the creatures she met were coming from 
Heaven and she describes in detail the Lady in Silver and the celestial vision of a land she calls ‘June eternal’ 
where Mr. B. is apparently taken. With these two contradictory versions, which are not only different, but 
mutually exclusive, the riddle of Mr. B.’s vanishing into thin air becomes even more obscure. Like Ayscough, the 
reader feels entangled in this myriad of stories, the proliferation of stories reflecting a proliferation of meaning. In 
A Maggot, meaning is always deferred and Ayscough, despite its rational belief that there is only one, 
incontestable truth, is never able to reach that truth.
3. Conclusion
The analysis of the narrative strategy of the embedded narratives that Fowles uses in his novels proves that 
from the neat structure of The Collector, his first published novel, to the complicated narrative structure of his 
subsequent novels, the writer takes and retakes the same structural design which he complicates even further with 
each and every novel. Through the use of this device Fowles creates levels of reality and illusion challenging the 
reader to abandon his preconceived ideas about reality, truth or identity as absolutes. In fact, reality itself is 
considered a multifaceted entity, a construct made up of other ‘realities’, of other various subjective versions of 
the same reality, fiction included. Stories and storytelling prove to be the ‘real’ subject of his novels and Fowles, 
the true magician who carefully weaves his web in which the readers willingly let themselves captured.
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